Research-Intensive Courses

Economics, Law, Philosophy, Political science, Public policy

**Applied Philosophy, Issues, Method, and Nature**

**Course directors:** Kaspar Lippert-Rasmussen, Institut for Statsundskab, Aarhus Universitet, Denmark
Zoltan Miklosi, Department of Political Science, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Comparative politics, International political economy, International relations, Political science, Public policy, Sociology

**Comparative Regionalisms:**

**Changing Forms of Governance in Asia, Africa and the Americas and their Effects on the Global Order**

**Course directors:** Amsftr Acharya, School of International Service American University, Washington D.C., USA
Matteo Fumagalli, Department of International Relations and European Studies, CEU, Budapest, Hungary
Youngmi Kim, Department of Public Policy / International Relations and European Studies, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Archeology, Art history, Classical philology, Cultural and intellectual history, Late antique history, Literary criticism, Medieval studies, Religious studies, Theology

**Luminous Limes:**

**Geographical, Ethnic, Social and Cultural Frontiers in Late Antiquity**

**Course directors:** Marianne Saghy, Department of Medieval Studies, CEU, Budapest, Hungary
Noel Lenski, Department of Classics, University of Colorado Boulder, USA
Rita Lizi Testa, Department of Roman History, University of Perugia, Italy

Cognitive science, Philosophy, Political science

**Moral Epistemology**

**Course director:** Simon Rippon, Department of Philosophy, CEU, Hungary
**Course manager:** Chryssovantis Margaritidis, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Cognitive neuroscience, Cognitive psychology, Developmental psychology, Evolutionary biology, Philosophy, Social anthropology, Social psychology

**Moral: Evolutionary Origins and Cognitive Mechanisms**

**Course director:** Nicolas Baumard, École Normale Supérieure, Paris, France

Comparative constitutional law, Political science

**Constitution-building in Africa**

**Course directors:** Markus Böckenhoffe, Centre for Global Cooperation Research, Dussburg / University of Gesssen, Germany
Renata Uitz, Comparative Constitutional Law Program, Department of Legal Studies, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Anthropology, History, Sociology

**Social Theory and Romany Studies**

**Course director:** Michael Stewart, Department of Anthropology, University College London, UK / Nationalism Studies Program, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Online Courses

Social sciences

**Social Science Research Methods**

**Course director:** Matteo Fumagalli, Department of International Relations and European Studies, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Policy labs:
- Set-Theoretic Methods for the Social Sciences: Qualitative Comparative Analysis and Beyond
  **Convenor:** Carsten Q. Schneider, Department of International Relations and European Studies, CEU, Budapest, Hungary
- Case Study Research Methods
  **Convenor:** Erin K. Jenne, Department of International Relations and European Studies, CEU, Budapest, Hungary
- Structural Equation Modeling (SEM)
  **Convenor:** Levente Littvay, Department of Political Science / Doctoral School of Political Science, Public Policy and International Relations, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Policy and Training Courses

Advocacy, Governance, Media, Public policy, Technology

**Advocacy, Activism and the Internet: Communication Policy for Social Change**

**Course directors:** Susan Abbott, Center for Global Communication Studies, Annenberg School, University of Pennsylvania, USA
Kate Coyer, Center for Media and Communication Studies, CEU, Budapest, Hungary
Monroe Price, Annenberg School for Communication, University of Pennsylvania, USA

Environmental science, Information and communication technologies

**Bridging Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and the Environment**

**Course director:** Viktor Lagutov, Systems Laboratory, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

**Streams:**
- Bridging ICTs and Environment - Making Information Technology and Environmental Assessment for Decision Making in Europe
- Bridging ICTs and Environment - Spatial Planning and Environmental Assessment for Decision Making in Europe

Human rights, Law, Public health, Social science

**Drug Policy and Human Rights**

**Course director:** David Bewley-Taylor, School of Arts and Humanities, University of Swansea, UK
Julia Buxton, School of Public Policy, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Environmental economics, Public policy, Sustainable development

**Green Industry: Pathways Towards the Industry of the Future**

**Course director:** Jacek Cukrowski, UNIDO Institute for Capacity Development, United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), Vienna, Austria
Lasse Ponte, Department of Environmental Sciences and Policy, CEU, Budapest, Hungary

Innovation in designing and delivering products and services, Services, Sustainability, Technology, Environmental science

**Innovative Financing for Education:**

**Course director:** Alessandra Taylor, Education Support Program, Open Society Foundations, New York, USA

Business, Economics, Education, Ethics, Integrity, Management, Politics, Public administration, Public policy

**Leadership and Management for Integrity**

**Course director:** Fredrik Gallung, Integrity Action, London, UK

Policy labs:
- LMI - SME’s and Social Enterprises - Doing Business with Integrity in Emerging Markets
  **Convenor:** Fredrik Gallung, Integrity Action, London, UK
- LMI - Integrity Education - Raising Integrity Standards in Higher Education
  **Convenor:** Ellen Goldberg, Integrity Action, London, UK
- LMI - Mainstreaming Integrity - Exploring the Challenges and Opportunities for Institutionalising and Mainstreaming Integrity
  **Convenor:** Claire Schouten, Integrity Action, London, UK

Human rights law and policy

**Strategic Human Rights Litigation**

**Course director:** Leila F. Love, Kukin Program of Conflict Resolution, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, New York, USA
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General application deadline: February 14, 2014. For specific earlier and later deadlines please visit the web site at www.summer.ceu.hu

CEU reserves the right to change course details.

Non-discrimination policy statement

Central European University does not discriminate on the basis of – including, but not limited to – race, color, national and ethnic origin, religion, gender or sexual orientation in administering its educational policies, admissions policies, scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.